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Ryo-ri- jaya as Seen in Nishiki-e :Focusing on Famous Restaurants of Edo

Many ryo-ri-jaya  (restaurants) conducted business in urban Edo during and after the Bunka-

Bunsei period. Hikifuda flyers were of course used to promote them, but practically speaking mitate-

banzuke (various rankings similar to sumo-banzuke) or other ichimai-zuri  (single sheet prints) as 

well as e -sugoroku (picture-sugoroku game including collections of images) and nishiki-e  (a type 

of woodblock ukiyo-e  print) also played a major role in promotion. Among these it is thought that 

nishiki-e, with their strong visual impact, were especially effective for advertising. Utagawa Hiroshige, 

a leading artist well-known for depicting famous places of Edo, produced a series of nishiki - e called 

Famous Restaurants of Edo (Edo-ko-mei-kaitei-zukushi), which is noted for depicting the interior and 

exterior of establishments in realistic detail.

Regarding the creation of this series (soroi - mono), there have been debates about whether the 

restaurants depicted in the images potentially provided funds for publishing (nyu-gin). This paper 

considers this possibility mainly through analysis of the depictions themselves along with comparisons 

to restaurant banzuke (rankings) from the same period.

Made up of 30 images total, the series can be divided into two groups based on Hiroshige’s 

calligraphic style: one produced in the 8th and 9th years of the Tenpo-  era (1837-1838), and another 

thought to be from the 10th and 11th years of the Tenpo-  era (1839 -1840). When cross-referenced with 

Yaozen Oryo-ri Kondate, a banzuke of restaurants believed to be contemporary with these two groups, 

it is notable that the earlier group of works includes many top -ranked restaurants, whereas the later 

works contain many restaurants whose name lower ranked or not written in the banzuke. Also, in 

terms of the depictions of the restaurants, the earlier images show either indoor scenes or exterior 

images of only the building, while the later works depict restaurants together with nearby famous 

sights and scenery. Thus, the latter is thought to have served to inform people of the location of the 

restaurants. From this one can imagine that Famous Restaurants of Edo was an effort to create and 

publish illustrations of well-known restaurants, whose effectiveness as promotion was then presented 

to lower-ranking restaurants in an effort to get them to provide funds for publishing. In other words, 

this series of works can be considered to have been intentionally created for the clear purpose of 

promoting restaurants, starting from at least the middle period of its production.
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